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Eighth note drum beats are one of the most fundamental and essential
rhythmic patterns in modern music. They form the backbone of many
popular genres, including rock, pop, funk, and jazz. While basic eighth note
beats are relatively straightforward to play, mastering advanced eighth note
beats can add a new level of groove, complexity, and interest to your
drumming.

In this article, we will explore a variety of advanced eighth note drum beats,
including:

Sixteenth note subdivisions

Triplet subdivisions

Syncopated beats
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Ghost notes

Fills

Sixteenth Note Subdivisions

Sixteenth note subdivisions are a great way to add density and complexity
to your eighth note beats. To play a sixteenth note subdivision, simply
divide each eighth note into two sixteenth notes. This can be done with the
following sticking pattern:



You can also play sixteenth note subdivisions with a single stroke roll. This
is a more advanced technique, but it can produce a very smooth and
flowing sound.

Triplet Subdivisions
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Triplet subdivisions are another way to add complexity to your eighth note
beats. To play a triplet subdivision, simply divide each eighth note into three
triplets. This can be done with the following sticking pattern:

Triplet subdivisions can be used to create a variety of different rhythms,
from simple swing patterns to complex syncopations.

Syncopated Beats

Syncopated beats are eighth note beats that are played off the beat. This
can create a sense of tension and release, and it can add a lot of interest to
your drumming. There are many different ways to syncopate an eighth note
beat, but some of the most common include:

Playing the first note of the beat on the "and" of the beat

Playing the last note of the beat on the "and" of the beat

Playing the middle note of the beat on the "and" of the beat

Ghost Notes

Ghost notes are very soft, almost inaudible notes that are played in
between the main notes of a beat. Ghost notes can add a sense of groove
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and movement to your drumming, and they can also be used to create a
variety of different rhythms. To play a ghost note, simply hit the drum very
lightly with the side of your stick.

Fills

Fills are short, improvisational drum solos that are played in between the
main sections of a song. Fills can be used to add excitement and energy to
a song, and they can also be used to transition between different sections.
There are many different types of fills, but some of the most common
include:

Single-stroke fills

Double-stroke fills

Paradiddles

Flammed fills

Advanced eighth note drum beats can add a new level of groove,
complexity, and interest to your drumming. By mastering the techniques
discussed in this article, you can create a wide variety of rhythms that will
keep your listeners engaged and entertained.
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